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Sorting and Ordering SDa:cse Linear
1. Introduction.
Let us consider t['e solut.:. on of the system of simultaneouE' linc,~,r
eql),at.ions
Ax = b,
wrJereA iE a non-S~dlf:ul8.r sparse matrix of order n, x and bare n e1emEli t
coluHln vpctors. It is \,"e11 knoHn that the Gau.ssian Elimination method
(1.1)
for the Eol u.-tiGn (1.1) is not oc1y simple to impler12nt on the c01nprrter
;,
tn.rt a] ~~f) gives fairly good res~llts for the amount of computational Hor1:
(1:IHkinson, E~65, pp. 2112.1.-246). During the forward course of the GaU;'J3i8,n
Elir~iro<lti()nJ generally r:e~') non-zero elements are ere ated. But the bC'.l:k
sU'bsti tutiar, part docs not lead to any 'lE~;r non-zero elements. He vJ0ulc1
lU~e to minimize ths 'total nu.rnbel' of such Don-zero elements created dur-
the entire foniard course of the Gaussian Elimination. This leC1,ds net
only to les8 roundc.ff errors (tlince computations involving zeroes are
exact in most compu:,ol'S) but a1so saves the computer s-L.orage, because
uEua11y the storage released by column being eliminat.ed at a pa:r'ti(~ular
stage of the elimination is not sufficient to store the addi tiona], non-
zero elemerits created in the remaining 'columns. FUrthermore, min:iJn:lzing
the rrwober OI such non-zero l"lements decreases the round-off errors not
only in the 'i:'oY'vJaru CO".1.r8e but also in the back substitution part of the
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Gaussian Elimination method, since \,]jenever t.bere :Ls a zero elemPllt ill
the colunm under consideration no operations are performed on t.ts cor-
responding element on tile right hand side.
In view of the above facts, hTe HQuld like to transform A by means
of row column permutatiol1fJ to a form Hhich leads to the creation of a
minimum number of new non-zero elements during the for"rard course of the
Gaussian Elimination. Tnis is equivalent to the "a priori II determination
of permutation matrices Rand Q, such that
R.-I\.Q = G, (1. 2)
and if}d Rb and Q'x y, then from (1.1) it follows that
G',f = d.
~,
In Fig. 1, some of the forms that G could. have, 1-ihich are de-
sirable for Gaussian elimination, are given, viz., (1) block triangular
form(BTF), (2) bordered block triangular form(BBTF), (3) block diagonal
form(BDF), (4) singly bordered block diagonal form(SBBDF), (5) doubly
bordered block diagonal form(DBBDF), (6) band triangular form (BNTF), (7)
bordered band triangular form(BBNTF) .. (8) band form(BF), (9) singly
bordered band form(SBBF), and (10) doubly bordered band form(DBBF). The
non-zero elements in each case lie onlJT in the shaded areas. If in each case,
the diagonal elements are chosen as pivots .. the.li the neH non-zero elements
can only be created in the shaded areas during the elimination, If shaded
areas contain no non-zero elements,then it is clear that during the elimi-
nation process no non-zero elements ."ill be created.
If A is'syrrurnetric and positive definite, then in (1.2) it is gel1-
erally advantageous to have G also symmetric so that only the non-zero
elements on and above the diagonal of' G need to be stored, and the di-
agone.l elements of A and G are same (though in different positions).
A large nwnber of sparse matrices occnring in various application area3
2.
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are sym:netd.c and po:o:itive definite. In sucb cases, in place of (1.2),
He have
Q' AQ := 0,
and cases 0), (5), (8) and (10) in Fig. 1 are some of tbe desirable forms
for G. In this paper, \ve shall be -primarily concerned with the deter-
mination of Q such that G is either in tlle DBBDF, BF or DBDF' (cases (5),
(8) and (10) in Fig. 1). The case \-Jhen G in in BDF has already been in-
vestigated (e.g. Harary, 1962 and Tewarson, 1967).
If A is not symmetric, then several methods are available for
transforming it by row-column permutations to ODe of fonns given in Fig.
1. A survey of such methods (as well as general computational methods)
for spare matrices is given in ('l'e\varson, 1969) .
In :::8ction 2 of this paper vie will derive some results for matrices
in BF, DBBF and DBBDF, and make use of 'these results in Section 3 for
constructing algori thmsto transform an arbitrc>.ry symmetric positive de-
finite sparse matrix to BF, DBBF or DBBDF.
2. Matrices in band form, doubly bordered baJld form, and doubly
bordered block diagonal form.
In this section Vie will derive some useful propoerties of matrices
in BF, DBBF and DBBDF, liThich will be used in the next section for trans-
forming sYmmetric sparse matrices to one of these forms. Let us aSSUnle
that G is in band form such that
gij =Oforli-jl > II. and peg· . f: 0 for li-jl :0; A. \'li th i ~ j) - p;lJ
where is the i th 811d the .tb colwnn element of G, 1\ is calledgij row J
the bandwidth of G and p ~:s the probabili.ty that a non-diagonal element
within the band is non-zero(P( ... ) = p denotes that the probability of
is p). The diagonal elements of G c!Te all nOD-zero, since in
"
.).
(2.1)
view of (1.4) G is positive definite, for A is positive definite. If
p == 1, then G is said to be a I full' band matrix. 'vve aSSIJJTl8 that n is
large, \ < < nand p [las a large value, say 0 <fl.-::::.-~ s; p s; 1-
')
'-
We will make use of a matrix B, i'ihich is obtained by replacing each
non-zero element of G by unity. R is called the incidence rnatrix that
correspondes to G. Let V be the n dimensional column vector of all ones
and e i the i th colwnD of the identity matrix I of order n. Evidently,
n
V == L. ei' Let f3 e denote the expected nwnber of the non-zero elements ofi=l
G (vrhich is defined according to (2.1)). Then
~\ V'GV
r" ( ,n + 2 L n-1j + (n- 2) + ••• + (n-A)]p
Solving for A, we have
tha.t f3 e is of order n (and not n2 )-,
( 2 ,),.• L.)1
2
in (2.2), we ha.ve-;;nthe order
1A= 11 [1- [l-n-t + (2n) -2 - Sa p--l n-G + (pn) -1 f'2 ] _
but A < < nand p ~J5 - 1 imolies2 •
therefore neglecting the terms of
13 -nA ~ --,,-8__
2pn
(2 •.3)
If P 1, then the number' of non-zero elem':mts in G, viz., ~ is
given by
V'GV n + (2n-1) \_:\2,
and
1
2
,
12-n
2n
(2.4 )
lfr3 will need the Boolean pm'lers of the incidence l1atrix B, which a.r\~
defined as follol-,s,
(h+l) (h)13 = B * B, h = 1, 2, 3, "., (2.5)
4.
where * denotes that whfln computing the inner p!'oduct of vectors (in
the matr:L""\: multiplications) s in place of
. d' -\ + 1 1 ~ B(1) -' ~lS use, VlZ., _ , anu "" D.
usual addition, Boole.:J..tl addlton
Theorem 2.1 If p == 1 and k is an integer ~ n-~ a then B(k) is a
2).. ,
full band matrix having a bandwidth of let,.
In order to prove this theorent we need the following definitions for
vectors whose entries consist of only zeroes and ones. Let u and v tH'O
such n dimensional column vectors. If u'v I: 0 (or equivalently u' ~k V == 1),
then u and v are s9.id to 'intersect l and u/v is the l1engt.h of thG inte::'-
section l b'3t-vJe,:;n them ('l'ewars-:>!1 196<5). Evidently u'v '" 0 (or u '* v == 0)
:~mplies th9.t u and v do not lintersect'. The 'length
'
of u is defined as
u 'u (or u 'V). Throughout this paper 1'[6 81.19.11. use the term 'length I in the
above sense rather than the usual Euclidean length.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. The i th row of B(2), (-t\fhere 1 ~ i ~ ).. + 1) is
given by
1'/ith its
(2) h
e.' B\ I == e I B -* B. But th,e it. row of B (which is identical
l i
i th column) inte:::'sects the first through the (i + 2)..)th columns
of B. Therefore, the i th row of B(2) has the first 2).. + i elewmts nO:1-
. 't "th ~ +" h 1 t " th .th of B.zero -' In conljras' W'l I\. l suc, e em ns In e 1. ral'T Similarly,
it can be seen th:rt for).. + 1 < i ~ n - ).., 2t-. ele,nents on either stde of
the i th diagonal element are non-zero and for n - ).. < i ~ n, the last
2).. + 1 + n - i elements are non-zero. Therefore, B(2) is a band matrix
of vndth 2)... Proceeding in the above manner it can be easily shoNn that
if B(h) is a band matr:L""\: of width h).. then B(h+l)-, in (2.5), is also a
band matrix of vJidth (h+l)A, provided that 2(h'''1) ).. + 1 ~ n. Tbare:'ore,
b37 induction on 11, B(k) is a band matY'ix of band width ·k).. for all k l'lith
2kt-. + 1 ~ n 01' k n-1~ --a
2).. This ':l ompletes th3 pro oaf of T:1.8orem 2.1.
In or'de.~ to make use of Tht30::'em 2.1, '!Jhen 0 < p < 1, l\fa vrD.l need
the fol1o'i1Ting.
5.
Theorem 2.2. If the i th (,lements of u and v ar'3 denoted by 'ui ann
Vi' and it is known t!1at either ui 01' 'iTi ' or both are equal to ~3ero for
a total 'Of n-v distJ..nct valu'3G of i, and P(Ui -/: C) '" :P (Vi i 0) :: p for
v values 0:' i, then
and the eA."p8cted valu3 of u'v is given by
E(u'v) = \) p2
Proof. Evidently the n-\) values of i for which ui or vi' or
both are zero ean be safely ip.;l1()::.~ed and fo'l' the 1'81;'laining \) dis tinct
(2.6)
(2.7)
values of i,P(u,v, -/: 0) = p(u. i. 0) p(v. :J 0):= p2 and p(u,v. == 0)
1.1.' l l ::I.l
- ., "02
- J--.L •
Corollar;? 2.2 If in The,')i".'l!,l ?.'2, P(ui f- 0) == P('ll -/: 0) 0: p, for
only \>-2 values of i; -'3.nd fot.' 80me i 1 and 13 (i 1 f:. i 9 ), ui:: 1,1
p(V.; f:. 0) = p, vi
z
= 1, P(ui f:. 0) = P, tnen
-'-1 2
p(u' * v f- 0) :: 1_(1_p2)V-2 (1-p)2,
and
E(u'v) = \) p2 + 2p(1-p).
(2.8)
Proof: Since P(ui vi ::f 0)1 1
p(UJ' v l' = 0) = I-p, therefore,
"2 z
p(U~ v' f- 0) = p, or P(Ui v J' = 0) ==J.2 1.2 1 "I
similar to the proof of Theorem 2.2, it
can be easily showp that E(u'v)"'(v-2)p2+2p =\Jp2+2p(1-p) ,and p(u'~~v=O)
(l_p2)V- 2 (1_p)2, from which (2.8) directly follows.
We can now make use of Theroem 2.1 to prove
Theorem 2.3. If the i th rOlf and the ,jth column element of B(2) is
(:3 ) I I )denoted by bi , , and P(biJ, -/: 0, i-,j ~ A., i 1- j = p,'and bii := 1, thenJ
for 1 ~ i < j ~ n
6.
"i' (3"
1-(1-p2) -J(l._p) 1 J , for \i-j\::;;2 A.,
0, othel'vdse (2.10 )
(a)
"ij i + A.
i - j
2, Bij = 2, for 1 ::;; i < j ~ A + 1,
+ 2 A - 1, (3" = 2, for 1 ::;; i ::;; A + 1 and A + 1 < j ::;; i + A.,1J
or ), + 1 < i < n - A and i < .i ::;; i + A,
(c) "ij = i - j + 2 A. + 1, !3ij 0, for 1 ::;; i ::;; A + 1 and i + A < j s; i + 2 A.,
or A + 1 < i < n-A and i + A < j ::;; i + 2 A,
(d) \i" = n1J - j + A - 1, !3ij = 2 ,for n A < i < j s; n.
r\
Proof. In view of Theorem 2.1 and the fact that A < < n, it is
'd t t' -l- (2) - 0 ~ I \ 1 I (2)eV1 en hall Pij - ,lor i-j > 2 A.. For ,i··j s; 2 A., we have bij "
e~ B -l<- Be j = (Be i ) / -l~ B8j' Thus bl~) f:- 0, if the ith and the jth columns
of B have a non-zero intersection. If 1 ::;; i < j ~ A + 1, then in view
of Corollary 2.2, and the facts that bii = 1, ~(bij f 0) = p, bJ_j ::: 1;,
P(b .. f 0) = p, and for only i + A - 2 elements P(bti f 0) = P(btJ' f 0) = P;
Jl
it follow's that P(b~:) /: 0) '" P [(Bei ) / .* (Be j ) f 0 ] = 1 _(1_p2)'J-2(1_p)2,1J ,
where" = i + A, and (2.10) follows s~~ce ",. = i + A - 2 = " - 2 and1J
!3ij = 2 (case (a». The proof for the other three cases folloi'TS exactly
the same routine arguments and is omitted. It should bt3 not,ed that in
case (c), corresponding to the diagonal element of one colmrrn there is
a zero in the other column, therefore 1<18 use Theorem 2.2 instead of
\
\
\'
Oorollary 2.2. This accounts for the fact that Q •• = 0 in case (c).iJ:L 1
Corollary 2.3.
P ~J5-l, thenp~:)
2 1.1
In Theorem 2.3, if either;3 .. =2 or S' . =·0 but v .. ~2 -:mdIJ 'lJ IJ
~ p.
Proof.
Pi~) ~ p ~-- ~l_(1_p2)Vij(l_p) Sij ~
7.
p ~ 1.
(2.11)
( ) \I' jP "2, .... P <: ~ (1_p2) )., /' (1 ) /. "r1 .2 ):3 () 2"";;/ :::. - -?,,~ ~>\ -lJ :-::;; l--p <tt: ~p + P - 1 :? 0,
1,1 "
the last in3q 11·:llity is true sincl;, D ?: 3.-'! .
, 2
From t:le abO-iS Corollary, it folloilTs t!Jat, for all 13lemfmts of B(2)
'within the banJ, pg) ;~ p, eXClept those for vTl.lic h \)i j ,: 1 and 8ij '= 0;
and in the case of s'lch el'8rnents Pg) :: p2 < p. But f\j 0 and \Jij ,= 1
for only \1- j \ :: 2\; and if inB, the outermost elem~mts in the band are
non-zero viz., b '= 1 for \q-t I :: }.., then for \i-j\ = 2 "-' b (~),qt 1,1
(B(3i) I ~<- Be, - '" 'i(- t, "- ' :: 1, since I, 'I .- 2),.· ~-.:} i + }, j 'A..t)'+\ ' Il·- J .-J 1 ,1 J- ,,1
In view of the above results ~~d 00ro11ary 2.3, we have.
Corollary 2.40 If in B, the outermost elements in the bill1d are
non-zero and p is the p110bability of the non-diagonal e1eml3nts \-'7i thin t~1e
band being non-zero, then pi;) :? p, li-j \ :s: 2\_
1'19 will nOl-T give 3. th'30rem for 0'1' which is defined as the expec !j,,)d
value of the sum of tl1e 'intersections' of the itt colu.nn of B H:tth all
thf3 other co1unns. In other vrorc1s,
O'i :: E [ 1: (Bei) '(Bej) ] = E [ 1: e{B2 e .. ]
j:~i ' .... j J
~ E [e:B2 (1: eo) ] :: E 'Lr e!B2 (V-e,) J,
1 '. /' J J. 1J:;<:l
whe:re B2 is obt.ained by usua1(not Boo1ean)matrjx multiplication,
Theo:rem 2.4. If B is a band matrix and (Yi is defined by (2.11), then
0'1' = P [pC 2. 'A.2 - 2. "- + 2) + i(2/(p-2p+2) +2(A~1)lJ ' '1 :-::;; i .~. I, + 1, (2.12)
2 2
(2.1.3)
8.
Proof. If 1 ~ i ::; \. + 1, t,hen at mvs'(; -L + 2\. colu'.nns hayr.:1 a non-zero
ha.ve to IY:') consid3red in the first i "1- \. columns. Ii' in Theo)~eln 2.2 and
folla;vs that
1'1'he1'e
:= . ·1)2 l' + , < ~ , i + 2'\)ij-' fl.. oJ ;". fl.,
:= j + A, 1 ~ j < i
i-j + 2\. + 1, \. + 1 < j ~ i + 2\..
T:'lerefol' ,3 , in vtmv of the a\)olTe facts ann (2 .11) '~Te have
'i
2p (l-p) + r \)" .p2
. . lJ
J > J,+te
, 1 ~ j ~ i ~ 1 + 2\.
\.'.
:= p2 I: \).. + 2(1+\.-1) p(l-p), 1 ~ j ::;; :L + 2\.
j Ii 1.J
:= 2p(1-p)(i+\-1) + p2[ .L. (j+A) + I:. (i+)\) + 1: (i-,i+2\.+1) l
J < i i < J ~ ),+1 \.+l<j -'
w:b.ich O~1 si.'11?lif1r:ation give.s (2.12). S:L'l1i1ar co.:nputati0:13 ::::an. '::>13 used
to prove (2.13) and (2.14).
Simi.1ar to (Y.J." another w3'3fu1 quantity is y . which is given by
f.LJ
Theore,ll ~. c' • If y. is the exo·?cted valm3 of the 3".lfll of the
:;> IJ;.J -
1 t ' fit \. . f ., .th 1 "t' '-h f' t 1 feng fl9 0 n erS8cVLOns 'J line J co 1Jrrm W1. -n '.1. e lrs· lJ, co_~umns 0
a band mati'ix B, then
ylJ,j := 11 p[p (A + -f-- - t-) + 2 ] ' 1 ~ IJ; < j :5; A + 1,
9.
(2.15)
(2.16)
2
= ~ (2~ + ~ - j)(2A + 2 + ~ - j)~ 1 s ~ ~ Ie ,~1d 21e + 1 ~ j s 3A, or
2
Ie + 1 ~ \1 ~ 2), and 31e + 1 s -1 :5; 4A.9 or
2 Ie + 1 ~ 11, and IJ' + Ie < j :;: I.t +- 2 fe,9 ( 2 .17 )
= p[P(\.~(21e - L + L \1" ,1)- 2(1e'~1-j)} +- 2(A+l+\1.. j)] , Ie + 1 ~ \.L ~ 2 1e ,2 2
Ie + 2 ~ j ~ 21e + 1,
)... + 1 ~ \1 ~ 2)... and 2)... + 1 s j s 3)..., 0:' 21e + 1 < \1 < .j s \.L + Ie.
Proof. Let 1 s \.L < j s Ie + 1,9 then
Y"JO '" E[ t (Be.) '(Be.)\ = ~ E[(Be.) '(Be 0)]
I"" i=l l J... i=l l J
>= t r \> ••p2 + 2p(1-p) ] ,9 using (2.9).
i=l t lJ
:: t [(i+f-J:PG + 2P(1-P)] ,9 siIEle \! •• = i + A.
i=1 lJ
In C'lS'3 13 is of doubly bord'3t'ed bfL1d form (case 10.9 in Fig. 1) and
cr i·g the 1-Tidth 0(' the border,9 then 1>f(:1 have
Theorem 2.6. If B is DBBF and for 1. 1- j.9
P(bij 1- 0) >= p, for 1 s i, ,j ~ n - iJ and \i-j!s; 1e,9
" Cn-a +1, nJ.9= P.9 for either i or j or both iT!
and ai is defined according to (2.11), then
10.
(2.18)
Cl.'. = P [A pCl A + 2i - -$_._) - 2p(i-l) + 2(1.. + i - l)J'
~ 2 2
+ cr P [( ~+i-l)p+(n-l)l)+lJ 9 1 s :t. ::;; f., + 1,
= '1') fp (,2A2 - SA - 1) + UA + iu(2A - ~ + -1_)JL • 2 2_
"Ii . A l
+ 0 P lSI.. + j. - 1) p + (n -1) P + 1 j ~ A + 2 ~ i s 21..
= p [£2(n-o)- A-I} AP +(2n-2)+(o-1)(2n-a-2)p] , n-a < i s n.
Proof. T1113 proof of this t,heo1'em follmrs the Sa'tll8 routine argu..rn811ts
(2.23)
as thos(~ of Tlworem 2.4 and is therefor'e omitted.
. Theorem 2.7 If B is D3Bli' 01' DBBDF sue:l that P(b .. 1- 0) = 'p"lJ Ii
.,
< ) -.J- '[~O-'
- _.-. i
2
i ::j; ,1 and i or .i or both in [n-o+l,n J, and 0" > 1, then
, (2) ../.' A
P tb ~ -i 'f' 0) ~ P, f or allIs i ~ j ~-;; 11 •
.J-:"'J
h'oof. For allIs i, j s n we have, b~~)= eiB(8)e. = (Be
i
) , * Be .•
~.J J J
Since for the last elements of both the i th and the jt.h coLunns of B,
P(bti -:f 0) = P(btj -f 0) "2: p(in fact, the inequality holds for only the
diagonal elemimts), therefore in view' of (2.6),9 Coro11a.ry 2.3 and the
fact th~t 0 > 1, we have
P(b~;) :I: 0) "2: 1 _(1._p2)0 "2: P •
3. Permuting ln2.trices to EF, DBBF and DBBDF.
In the precedil1g section, He gave some results fm' matrices in BF,
DBBF and DBBD? In this section, we will sho~v hmr these results can be
lliwd to trans.form 11/1 arbitrary sy;mnetric positive dt3finite matrix A to
one of the:];:) .forms. Let. 3 ~)·a the matrix obtaL1ed from A by replacing
each non-zero elem8nt of .A by cne. In vie,,·! of (lou), and thf.3 def:Lnittons
Q'SQ = B.
11.
In the above equ:lt:.ton, S is knmm and i-Te ','1':)llld li1G3 to find Q such that
and not 0 (n 2 ) • Tn m."der to d3sarlbe an algorithm fo.r the :lstermination
of Q and B He will need a fe.-/" 13imple theorems \.;hicl1 follow easily from
the result8 given In Section 2.
Theorer:l .3.1. If S(2) := S * S, and tllere exiSt,.3 a perl'nuta'~ion
matrix q 'meh that Q'SQ := j3, where :3 j_-3 either DB13P or DB:3DF, then fm.'
all i
E(e! S(2)V) = o(n).
1
PI'oo.f. S:Lnce Q has only one non-'&ero element in each row and colurrm,
(3.2)
I, Q 'V:::: V, and 3 ,= Q I SQ = Q I.U- Slr Q• Thus, :for
"
1 s i :;; n,
e' S(2)V - e
'
S * S V - e ' Q B Q~~ Q B Q'V := c! Q(B * D)Viii 1
Corollary 3.1. If in Theorem 3.1, B is a band matdx, then
E(ei S( 2)V) =:' o( /-.) < < o(n).
P".coof. From Corollary 2.3,
element in the band,) therefore,
~ p(except fo~ the outermost
In rnR.king use of the ;')})o'1e COY' (.)llary , /-. can be esU.:rni3:Ged 'oy uBing
("?_')'), ~..Tl'lel'~ Q :=':1(8',1. T' h '1'~ \ t ~ I-h \.. i . "t') 3) ..:I+ ~ _ I--' V V ...:t. S,.OIl__'J. oe no e:J. "lJJ "l"l', n "V'le~'-T elL \'-'.. anll
12.
follovdng Theorem. Let r denote the set of indices of those rows and
columns of 8 which after permutat5.on according to (3.1), become the last.
(J rows and colum:n.s of B, then He h::1V8
Theorem 3.2. If in (3.1), B is in DBBF "nth p = p, A (J, and
Q'e. = e.,
J. J
\
then
l)p + II i c f'
.J '
(3.4)
and Max E Lei S2(V - ei )] ~ Ap2n i ¢ f.i
Proof. From (2.11), (3.1) and the facts that QV V, e.
J.
Irie have
But
i ,
Q/; E ' e
v L j
from (2.23)
B2 ( ) ] r, 1 :3 ( ) ]V - e j = E Lej Q 8 Q V - e j
and the fact that A < < n, we have
C(. p [AP(2n - 3A - 1) + (2n - 2) + (A - 1)(2n - A·- 2)PJ
J
-
2p [AP(2n - 2A 1) + (n -1)(1- p)J
~ 2np L(2A ~ l)p + 1 ] , which p~oves (3.4).
On the other hand, for i ¢ f', E Lei 82(V - ei)] will be maximum for
n + 1 ~ i ~ n - (J .- n, and from (2.22) it folloloJs that
r (/' I.) 61Q' j = AP l_P o~, + n - 4 + J
~ Ap2n, which proves (3.5)
From the above theorem it follows that
[ /",( .1 r, 2( )-1E ei 8~ V - ei)j ~ 6 E Lej 8 V - e j j
where i c f' and j ¢ f', and e = 4 + ~(-!- - 1) ~ 4, since 0 < p ~ 1.
,\ P
It can be sho'in that (3.6) also holds for DBBDF, if we assume that the
diagonal blocks are of average size A. However, in this case e >- 3.
Therefore, vie can generally make use of 82to determine the r01\o·s and
columns of 8 which belong to f'. If such rows and columns are removed
from 8, then l"ie need to determine Hhether the rema.ining matrix can be
13.
(3.6)
transformed to the BDF or BF. To this end vIe vnJ.1 need the f011ow-j.ng.
Theorem 3.3. If B is in band form and sCrv = SQ,)* s, h = 1, 2, ••• ,
and , thcm
I (k»Therefore E(e B' V
i
Proof. In the proof of Theorem 2.1 we have seen that the bandwidth
of B(k+l) is t.. more than that for B(k) if p = 1. Therefore it fo1loN's that
(k), n I
B = V V for k ;;: T' n case o < p < 1, then from Corollary 2.3 it
(k) (k) (k)follovJS that for nearly all elem\.=mts b.. of B ,P(b.. ../. 0) ;:: p.lJ . lJ I
o(n), since 1 ;?; p ;?; 15.-1 •
2
Theorem 3.4. If in (3.1), B is in BDF with P(b .. ~ 0) = p for i, j~J !
in any of the diagona.l blocks and zero otherwise, and TIl is the size of the
largest diagonal block, then
Max
i, k
(3.8)
Proof: Since only the columns belonging to the same diagonal blocks
can have a non-·zero intersection and the Boolean powers of B increase the
probabili ty( of being non zero )of those elements that-lie in the diagonal
blocks, therefore at most m elements can be non-zero in any row or column"
and (J. 8) £01101-18. This completes the proof of the theorem.
If we know that S can be permuted to the form of a band w~trix, then
we need the follo ....ring results for ordering the rows and columns of S
(viz., to determine Q).
From the proof of Theorem 3.2, we have
E [eis2 (V-ei )] = E [e j B2 (V-ei )] = aj , where Q e j
and from (2.12) it follows that
e. ;
J.
(3. 9)
and min (cxji,j
a. - a· = p(2t..p-2p+2)(j-i), 1 ~ i < j ~ t.. + 1
J J.
O'i)= p(2t..p-2p+2), 1 ~ :i < j ~ t.. + 1
> A+~, since p > ~.
2 2
().10)
14.
Let V be the vector obtained from V by replacing its last n - ~ elements
~,
by zero. Then y ., which was defined in Yneorem 2.5, can be eA~ressed as
IJ'J
Y . = E(e: B2 V ). j > u· (3.11)JJ,J J IJ; ,
If we let QV!-L = D
u
and Qe j = e1' then from (3.10) and (J.l) it follows that
Y .
!-LJ
( 3.12)
3·
)n)
°ij .
We are now finally in a position to describe an algorithm for finding
a permutation matrix Q corresponding to a given sparse symmetric positive
definite matrix A such that the ITatrix G defined according to (1.4) is in
DBBF, DBBDF, or BF.
Algori thIn 3.1 •
. 1. Construct S, the incidence matrix corresponding to A and compute S2 .. V:;:,om
S2, construct the corresponding incidence matrix S(2). If for all i,
e~ S(2)v=0(n),then go to step 6 (In view of Theorem J.l and Corollary 3.1,
1
B can be either DBBDF, or DBBF but not in BF or BDF).
I 8-n ,...(k) n If (k)2 • Compu te 13 '" V SV, "A. ~ 'm and ;::;, ,Hhere k >- -"A.- • M!x ei S V
o(n), then go to step 4(B is in band form-this follows from Theorems 3.3
and 3.4 and the fact that In < < n, since A is sparse. It should be noted
that ~\ >- Max(e; S V-l), since 2A + 1 is the maximum nm::iber of non-zeroi 1
elements in any row of B; also in view of (2.3), the value of "A. given by
13·-n
"A. ~ 2n is generally an underestimate).
C t Sen) ddt 't ,th d .th lIt bompu e an eno e 1 s 1 rOwan J co umn e emen .y
Then s~~) f 0, for all columns(rows)of S which belong to the same
1,1
diagonal block as the i th colullm(row). Starting vJ1 th the first coluTIm,
assign each column(row)of S to a particula.r diagonal block. This determines
IQ such that Q S Q is in BDF(Harary 1962, Te~Jarson 1967). Stop.
4. Determine 2"A. values of ~ for which
I 2 ( ) , S:3 (V-e i ), i ~ Tl, 1 :::; i :::; Separato these valuesQ'TI eTl S V-eTl ~ ei n.
sets follows. If s( ':3) :: 0 (or , (.'2 0), f k,of Tl int.o two as EJ'n lJ e == rTlr Tlk II' Tlk
then Tl
r
and 'Ilk belong to different sets. \~ri thin each set arrange the
"-
values of Tlls in the order of ascending values of Q'Tl' Let Tlu Tl2' ... ,
F'urther-
TlA and ~l' 112,"" ~A be the resulting arrangements for the Tl1s in "the
first and the second set respectively, then e~ , en , ..• , eTl are the
'11 '12 A
••• , e~2' e~l are the last A columns of Q.first A colurrms and e~,
'A
(Remarks: Note that A was estimated in step 2 of this algorithm.
more, from (3.9) and (3.10) it follows that for the 11! s in e8.ch set, the
values of Ctl. I S are generall;)' distinct. Ties can be broken by usingI'
"e~ SV.). Construct an n dimensional column vector 0 -r:nhich has unity in
posi tions Tll' Tk, ••• , TlA and zeroes elseitThere.
5.
of Q.
"-
Compute y :: YJ.ax
'j
i
( Thi s follows froll!
I S2 r> .../. 1 . th 1e i ,~, l i Q'Tl' t1en 6'j lE, e next co unm
(3.12), (2.15) and (2.16), It can easily be
shown that if 'j has more than one value, then the cor~esponding columns
of B are very close together. We can use 0' S2(V-e ) to break the ties
'j T
in the beginning if any.). }fuke the Tth element of Q a one. Similarly
the additional columns of Q from the right h:md side are also determined
by using 0, vThich has unity in positions ~u 112, .0., ~A' Repeat the
current step of the algorithm until all columns of S he.ve been exhausted,
vi·z., 0 + "0 :: V, and Q has been determined. Stop.
6. Compute Q'j :: e j S~(V-ej)' j = 1, 2, •.. , n. ~8termine the set
r, such that if per and k ¢ r then ~ is significantly greater thanp
Ctk ' (For exan~le, ~p ~ e ~k' where e ~ 4, this follo~s from (3.6». Let
Pl' P2' •.• , PO" c r. Then e p e p ' ••• , e are the last columns of Q.l' 2 Po
Now delet8 the rows and columns O.r S Hhich belong to r and we have a matrix
of order n-o~ which is eithel~ in BF or BDF, Go to step 2 with n replact'ld
16.
by n-0 to determine the first n-0 colunms of Q. This c:onrpletes Al.gori thm
3.1.
We shall now JJ18.ke a few pertinent remarks about the above algorithm.
Let cp be the undirected graph which corresponds to S such that it has n
nodes and there is an edge between its i th and jth nodes if a~d only if
s·. = s .. = 1, (Busacker and Saaty, 1965). Then the pe~nutation of thelJ Jl
rows and the columns of S (according to (3.1»is equivalent to the re-
arrangement of the nodes of cp to get an undirected graph ~ which corresponds
to B (matrix B is in BF, DBBF or DBBDF). In view of these definitions of
ep and 1\1, it is evident that the equation e~ S2 V = o(n) in the first step
1
of P~gorithm 3.1 implies that there is a path of length two or less be-
tween most of the nodes of cp (or ~). Furthermore, in step 6, we determine
and delete some nodes and the associated edges of ep, such that the re-
maining graph does not have most of its nodes connected by paths of length
two or less (the associated matrix can be permuted to BF or BDF). In step
3, we make use of the connectivity matrix Sen) to determine the nodes be-
longing to each connected subgraph of cp (the diagonal blocks of B). The
determination of Q in steps 4 and 5 generally does not lead to a matrix
which has 'bandwidth close to the one estimated in step 2, mainly due to
A A
the non-uniqueness of the quanti ties Q''ll and YT' however the rows and
columns "Thich will minimize the bandwidth are in general fairly close
together in Q'S Q at the conclusion of these steps. Therefore, a few
additional interchanges of rows and columns might at times be desirable.
The above Algorithm is based on the assumption that there exists a
Q such that Q' S Q = B; vn1ere B is either in BF, DBBF, or BBBDF and the
probabili ty of its elements ('I"ithin the shaded areas in cases 8, 10 or
5 in Fig. 1) being non-·zero is p ~ .I5-1, and m, C!,), are of same order
2
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of magni tUd.8, but. much less than n. The closer p is to unity the more
efficient the algorithm 'leJill be. For arbitrary symmetric lTk1.trix S 'Wi1;h
nan--zeros on the diagonal, the e.ffidency of this Algori tlun w:ill have
to be decided on the basis of a large nUlliber of computational ex-
perirnents. In any case, the algorithm should certainly· do better than the
present methods in literature that the author is familiar·, due to the
following reasons. First, the rows and columns of S vmich would keep us
from minimizing A or m are put in the set r; and second, at each stage
of the algorithm we have used more information from the rows and columns
of both S and the desired for;rl B than other methods seem to utilize.
We conclude this paper. in. th a brief description of the metbods
for n~trix bandwidth minimization presently available in literature.
If we let TI, = i - j, j ~ i and zero otherwise, where a .. is the left
1 IJ
most non-zero elenlent of A in the i th row, then Akyuz and Utku (1968)
. . t t· ro f' d' th· t· ... >" • 1::glve an 1 era·lve program .lor ln Ing 6 quan lvy ':> = nun -- L, TI ••
Q n i=l 1
Their method is based on interchanging tvTO successive rmV'S of A if band·-
width is decreased or a row with large nUTuber of zeroes goes away from
the central rOlV. The above problem can also be ·sx:pressed as a Linear
Prograll1l'iung problem (Tew·arson, 1967). The related problem of finding
g = min max n. is discussed by Alway and }i~rtin (1965), Cuthill and
Q i 1
McKee (1969) and Rosen (1968). Alway and Martin (1965) have constructed
a program which by means of an educated search of possible permutations
determines Q. Rosen's (1968) program is an iterative scheme which is
based on interchanging a pair of diagonal elements of A, such that either
max TI. is decreased or in certain cases remains the same. Cuthill and
i 1
McKee (1969) base their scheme on renumbering the diagonal elements of
A by looking at a fell permutations s1Jggei~ted by t.he structure of cp (the
associated graph).
18.
The Algorithm given in this paper should be especially useful
where many problems Hi th s,imilar pattern of non-·zero elements but
differing value~:> have to be solved. It ,,,'ill perhaps be advantageous
to use pOHel's of S greater than t,,·J'Q in steps 4 and 5 of the algori tr..m
'" ..for greater expected seperation between the a.ls and y IS. We hope that
J '[
the probabilistic approach used in this paper will in the future lead
to additional algorithms.
December 15, 1969
State University of NeH York, Stony Brook, New York
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